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Religion permeates
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It's hard to ignorereligion on Seattle University's campus.

Whether students call themselves practicing,agnostic,athe-

ist,Christian,Mormon, Buddhist, Hindu, Jewish, Islamic,
Orthodox,Reform, Baha'ior indifferent,they are constantly

reminded of the cornerstone of the Christian faiths as they
go about their day.
Towering above the roof of the Administration building
and fixed conspicuously at the front of many classrooms,
Christianity's classic crucifix symbol cements the religious
affiliation the University stands on.
Although SU caters to Christian religions, it also prides
itselfonits reputation as a liberal arts Jesuit college open to
a variety of worldreligions.
Most students interviewed felt that the campus was fairly
tolerant ofnon-Catholic religious practices.

"It strikes me as a pretty open-minded campus in termsof
religion. Imeet a lot of people whohave very diverse backgrounds here," said junior Jennifer Barnes, who was raised

"Seattle University has always been an open-mindedcampus," said Beary, who is organizing a multi-faith council in
an effort to blend peer learning, panels of clergy, and community service.
Juniorbusinessmajor Ben Murane,aConservative Jew,is
helpingBeary to organize the council,while participating in
the Jewish Student Union.
ThoughMurane is anadvocate for increasedinterfaithdialogues oncampus, heknows from experience the challenges
a non-Christian can face on campus.
"No one is out to get us, but it can feel that way," said
Murane. "The environment,the teachings, even the symbolism portray aChristianoutlook. For example, the crucifix is
a symbol of Jesus' transcendence for Christians. But for a
Muslim or a Jew, it can represent Jews and Muslims who
died by Christian persecution.

Mormon in Wyoming.
Barnes doesn't have the opportunity to practice on campus, so she attends theclosest church she could find located
at the University of Washington.
"I think SU likes their Catholic kids, but in the past several years they've been really understanding the value of
having people of different backgrounds," said sophomore
Zachary Annen, who spent timeinTaiwanin2001-02learning about Buddhist practices.
"Inalot of waysit waslike going to a Catholic schoolbut
not beingCatholic, beingthere learning aboutBuddhism from
monks," Annen commented.
Tolerance and openmindedness is presenton campus, according to Erin Beary,theEcumenical andMultifaith MinisSee DIVERSITY, Page 8
ter and SUalum.

Seattle University hosts Mid-East peace discussion
Kyle Ford

former commander of the Israeli Navy and
director of Israeli International Security,
spoke about their reasons for becomingproGround,"
"Find Common
a Mid-East ponents for peace and why their plan would
peace organization, sponsored a public dis- succeed where other plans had failed.
Two years ago, while attending a peace
cussionofpeace initiativesin theIsraeli/Palconference,
Ayalon was approachedby aPalestinian conflict withIsraeli and Palestinian
estinian
friend
who told him that the Palesleaders Thursday in Pigott Auditorium.
Ayalon
tinians
said to the man, "How
won.
Nusseibeh,
president ofAl Quds
Dr. Sari
that
you
say
you
can
are winning when you
University inJerusalem and former political
are
losing
many
people?"
so
commissioner of Jerusalem for the Palestin"He said to me. 'Victory for the PalestinianLiberation Organization,and Ami Ayalon,
Managing Editor
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ian people is that you suffer,'" Ayalon said.
"It was that day that Iasked myself, 'What is

to being frustrated," Nusseibeh explained.
"Thatis to say thisis our lot andthere is noth-

the meaning of victory?'
"Real victory in the Middle East is Israeli
democracy and a safe place for the Jewish
people,"Ayalon said.
"When one looks at the conflict,oneoften
cannot see beyond the clouds of violent engagement," Nusseibeh said. "The Palestinian view doesn't hold much hope. They see
decreasing space and increasing frustration.
"The interesting thing is, people get used

ing wecan do aboutit.So the people dowhat
they think they can do about the problem."
According toNusseibeh, the peace process
failed because people didn't take the opportunity seriously enough to make real peace.
"Thepeople wereneveraskedabout peace
plans," Ayalon said. It all came from people
beyond everyday life in Israel. He added

See PEACE, Page 4
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News
Bowling for Columbine overview turns into debate
2

Kate White

Staff Reporter
As Michael Moore was "booed"

pressing issues studentshad on their
minds. While examples from the

film

got the

conversation rolling,

what surfaced was a heateddebate

off the stage at the Emmys after
winning an awardfor his controversial documentary.Bowlingfor Columbine,it became clear thathisfilm
had not only caught America's attention,but had also created a stir,
bothin Hollywood and at home.
On Wednesday, Oct. 22, the
courtroomin the Seattle University
Law School slowly filled with students eager todiscuss the film after
a group viewing of itMonday.
Speaker Minty Jeffrey, founder
and reporterfor Northwest Magazine, a local publication "devoted
to telling the everyday stories of
diversepeople," hosted the discussion.
"1 love talking about things that

about Republican and Democratic
ideals and differences, racism, affirmative action, themedia and the
economy.
"I was very surprised that so
many people showed up to the discussionbecause issues ofdiversity
are often very difficult to discuss
openly and comfortably," saidLori
Gonalez,SBA Diversity Representative for the law school and event
coordinator.
Many strong voices filled the
room, contributing their views, beliefs, and experiences. What became clear as the conversation took
its own course was that students
pulled many different meanings
fromMoore's film and they wanted
make you have to think and make to expressthem. The discussionilme have to think," beganJeffrey.
lustrated the diversity of perspecBy asking questions like, "Are tives and experiences represented
we a fear-based country?" and by the student body at Seattle Uni"What do we need to change, as a versity.
society?" Jeffrey not only got stu"Michael Moore challenged a lot
dents thinking, she got them talking. ofthe viewsthat wehave,usingthe
However, what many students gun platform to talkabout race,fear
presumed wouldbe a conversation and stereotypes," said one student.
about Bowling for Columbine, a
"The thought that he provoked
film about gun violence and what for me," saidanother student, "was
its creatorMicheal Moorecalls "the the lack of the importance of our
violent soul of America," turned rights. Why is carrying a gunso iminto a discussion about an array of portantto you? No one [in the film]

versifyLawProfessor KellyeTesty.
"For me, the most impactful idea
"Itreminds meofhow upsetIget
was that we tend to be media about watching the news. Even the
whores," said oneconversation par- local news here is focused on vioticipant. "It made me realize that lence andisn't opento other views,"
there's something small that Ican said one law student. "I think we
do tonot play into that anymore. I need to make a significant change
can not watch televisionor not buy to themedia."
into it."
Toward theend of the discussion,
Jeffrey
looked around the roomand
major
One of the
issues Moore
addresses in Bowlingfor Colum- asked the law students to "truly
bine is the difference between the look" at themselves and ask, "Who
amount of violence in America as am Iwilling to defend?" and "Can
opposed to other countries. With Irepresentsomeonewith thebiases
striking statistics,Moore illustrates Ihave? WillIevenrecognize these
the drastic difference, asking the biases?"
One law student addressed the
question, "How many people are
difficulties lawyers face when repkilled by guns each year?"
Theanswer?InGermany,38 1 In resenting clients from different
France, 255.In Canada, 165. In the backgrounds.
"It's important to really listen to
U. X., 68. In Australia, 65. In JaU.S.,
11,127.
The thevoiceless.It's very hard tostand
pan, 39. In the
film proceeds to ask, "What is so there andspeak for someone when
youhaven't felt thatperson'spain,"
different about Americans?"
on
"It's this incredible focus the she said.
Jeffreyalso asked students to get
individual. Many other cultures
think of things interms of the com- in thehabit of what she calls, "flipmunity," pointed out Seattle Uni- ping." She advised students to take
could give a satisfactory answer."

.

asituation and "flip" it and then ask
if it still makes sense. She explained that this process is something that has helpedkeep herown
biases in check.
For two hours, the crowded
courtroom was filled not only with
opposing viewpoints,but also with
suggestions for a better and more
just future. Students discussed the
need for Americans todiversify and
take responsibility for the "ugliness" inAmerica.
"Thereare many other things encompassed by diversity, such as
lifestyle, culture, life experiences
and religion," said Gonzalez. "I
think any discussionabout diversity
is worthhaving. Ithink that the reality is that issues of diversity affect allof us regardless of the color
ofour skin."
Theconversation came to anend
with a plea from one student to
"open our minds and give one another the benefit of the doubt," a
message that Moore, himself,
would most likely agree with.

Seattle University
Security Report

Green
thumb but
no red hand A thief with
taste
On Tuesday, Oct. 21, a
groundsemployeereported to
Campus Police Services
(CPS) that someone had stolen a fern that wasplanted adjacentnear the LynnBuilding.
The plant was valued at approximately $40.

On Monday,Oct. 20, two resi-

Better late
than never

dentsoftheMurphy Apartments
left their door unlocked while
they went out. Upon returning A staff member reported to
they found that someone had CPS Thursday that her wallet
entered and taken DVDs, food had been stolen from her
workspace in the Pigott Buildand a bottle of Champagne.
ing a few weeks ago. She waited
until now to report it becauseher
bank justnotifiedher that someone hadused one of the credit
cards to purchase merchandise.

Compiledby Mark Griswold

Subscribe
now
Two young women were informed of the trespass warning and escorted off campus
last Thursday after they had
been seen walkingthehalls of
Bellarmine and Campion
ResidenceHalls. Apparently
they were trying to sell magazine subscriptions. One ofthe
individuals had been invited
into a student's room and was
sitting there whencontacted.
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Students learn how to 'Take Back Time'
Megan Lee

Oct. 24, frequently bypass. Seattle University wason top of the issue with the Oct. 23
installment of"Soup with Substance",a foTaking back your time sounds like a great rum discussing this hotly debated topic.
idea, but canitbe done?
The forum showcased Cecile Andrews, a
visiting
scholar, with an introduction by
Thisis the question advocates ofthe "OfUhl,
Day"
ficial Take Back Your Time
held on Kevin
of SU's Earth Action Coalition.
Andrews is a contributor to
Take Back Your Time:
FightingOverwork & Time
Poverty in America,abook
of essays edited by John de
Graaf, an advocate of the
Simplicity Movement. This
250-page book is an announcement of this movement spawning a nationwide initiative to challenge
the epidemic of over-work,
and time
me that now threaten
our health, families, relationships, communities and
environment.
Andrews mentioned that
Senators Edward M.
Kennedy (D-Mass.) and
Orrin Hatch (R-Utah)areinstigating this proclamation
a national idea. Their
Res. 210 passed and now
their S.Res 210 calls on the
President to issue aproclamation designating October
'National Work and Family
Month". BesidesSeattle and
Washington D.C., themovenent is gaining momentum
n Boston,Indianapolis and
Cecile Andrews speaks to event attendMinneapolis/St. Paul.
ees about taking back their time.
This proclamation is

StaffReporter

Pr-scheduling

Si

A.J Chavez

quickly becoming a movement.
Andrews explainedhow we,as Americans,
are being deprived ofour timebecause we
are over-worked,and this is ultimately deteriorating our quality oflife.
She explained that the Simplicity Movement isn'tagainst work, theyjustunderstand
that useful andcreative work is essential to
happiness; and they feel American life has
gotten way out of balance. Producing and
consuming more have become the singlemindedobsession oftheAmerican economy,
whileother values— strong families and communities, good health, a clean environment,
active citizenship, social justice, time for na—
ture and the soul areincreasinglyneglected.
They feel the nine weeks of annually allotted vacation timeWestern Europeansreceive
is anideal to work towards.
That was how the date was decided. If
Americans went on vacation from Oct. 24
through the end of the year, that would allocate vacationtime equal to that which Western
Europeans receive.Advocates wouldbe happy
to set aside at least two weeks forAmericans.
"Workers would work better if they were
well rested."Andrewsmaintained. "We need
to rush-less,consume-less andlivemore.It's
—
about making more conscious choices to
ask ourselves 'is thisthe wayIwant to live?'
We need to realize the effect on the environment and the community. It'sabout simplicity it's a liberation movement."
Andrews presented an entertaining argument discussing researchdone onhappiness
and books like the "Health of Nations" and
"I Shop Therefore IAm." She even quoted
the SouthAfricanPoet BreytenBreytenbach,
"Americans have masteredthe art of living

—

with the unacceptable..."
Students seemed to have mixed feelings

about the forum. Many were enthusiastic,but
some were more skeptical.
"To behonest Ididn't thinkit was that useful, what she said didn't inspire me to
change." Chris Ihler,a sophomore business/
pre-major, said. "She needed to strengthen
—
the vacation argument she gave us prob—
lems but not solutions she didn't address
how businesses wouldhandle it.But she did
make some good points."
An Oct. 22 Seattle Post-Intelligencer article made Rebekah Derm realize the irony
of the idea. She mentioned that suggested
events devoted to calming our overstressed
lives soundlike a lot of work.
De Graaf is an independent television producer withKCTS, and co-author of the book
"Affluenza".He frequentlycomments on the
topic of Seattle changing from a laid-back
town to a caffeinated dot-corn city.
In the PI article he joked that this effort
has become a "Take All My Time Day" for
him.He mentioned that hehas been ona numberofconservative talk radio shows, and the
call-in response has been quite positive. De
Graaf says he has support from all over the
community; including churches, physicians,
family groups and stockbroker types.
After "Soup with Substance," Andrews
was whisked away to a panel discussion on
the topic.
These bi-weekly "Soup with Substance"
talks are nothing new on campus. According
to Social Justice Minister Daniel
Moriarty,they havebeenaround for yearsand
initially sprang from the Catholic Worker
Tradition.

"These talks are central to theidea ofjoining together and having conversation as a
community. They're simple. The Catholic

Workers run a lot ofsoup kitchens."

Congressman McDermott speaks at SU
McDermott's dissertation on "The Aftermath of the
U.S. led post-war Iraq" draws a crowd to Wyckoff
Kevin Curley
Staff Reporter
On Oct. 23, Congressman Jim

McDermott visited the Seattle University campus to speak with students and faculty about the "Aftermath ofthe U.S. led war in Iraq".
The International Law Society
and the Young Democrats sponsored the visit. He spoke to a full
housein Wyckoff Auditorium about
the recent war in Iraq and his view
of the affect ithashad on theUnited
States and the rest of the world.
McDermott spoke out against
President Bush's plans to invade
Iraq and replace the existing regime. He wasone of 133 members
of Congress who opposed Resolution 114, which authorized the
United States to attack Iraq with
only the President's authority.
McDermott said "Under the terms
of the resolution, the U.S. may attack Iraq solely on the basis of the
President's view and only the
President's view that diplomacy

-

has failed."

However,duringthe Clinton Administration McDermott voted for
the passing of the Iraqi Liberation
Act or H.R. 4655. The Iraqi Liberation Act called for a regime
change and the installation of a
democratic government. Although,
the act didn't anticipate U.S. soldiers invading Iraq, the end objective was the same.
Nearly six months after the majorconflict inIraqended. CongressmanMcDermott is still voicing his
concerns with President Bush and
his leadership of this country. He
spoke passionately about how he
had predicted the outcome of the
war and how the administration has
shifted its position from liberating
the Iraqipeople to occupying their
country. McDermott gave a brief
geography and history lesson that
rivaled most juniorhighschool social studies classes. He pointed out
how the underlying mission of the
Iraqwar wasto establish an American run oil supply within the borders of Iraq.
"What is true here is that Iraqhas
the second largest area of known

(oil)reserves in the world. Our
whole economy runs off oil,everything we do runsoffoil. .it's essential to our economy that we have
access to oil. At least part of what
was going on here was the fact that
we wanted to stabilize whatever
was going on inIraq and deal with
it as an oil reserve for us."
McDermott expanded his "oil
theory" while discussing the warin

.

Afghanistan. He argued thatourinvasionofAfghanistan was not torid
the country of the Taliban, but to
establish an oil pipeline from

Iregret that those who do not agree
with Mr. McDermott seemed to have
avoided the event, or chose not to
challenge the Congressman's assertions.
Kyle Olive

questionsthat went against his way Bush and Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld had led to many
of thinking.
Turkmenistan to Pakistan.
"I regret that those whose do not unnecessaryAmerican,Britishand
"The largest oil reserve in the agree with Mr.McDermott seemed to civilian casualties. Hebelieves that
whole world is right here (pointing haveavoided the event, or chose not to American troops can't pull out of
to the areas northof Afghanistan)
challenge the Congressman's asser- Iraq, but that we must transfer
-underneath the Caspian Sea, in tions,"said KyleOlive,Presidentofthe power to the UnitedNations.
Kazakhstan, in Turkmenistan, in International Law Society.
McDermott provided insight
Uzbekistan— all those areas have
He did, however, point out that into the decisions a Congressman
oil. Now how do you get that oil U.S. policy was wrong in the inva- must make, even if they are not
out of there? Well one way to get sion of Iraq. He told the audience what the majority believes is right.
thatoil out ofthere is to runa pipe- that time for the United Nations
"I enjoyed his ability to make
line from Turkmenistan, down into weapons inspectors had not been verycomplicated issues digestible.
Afghanistan, down through Paki- substantial enough to determine if Hisuse ofanalogies and metaphors,
stanand out at Karachi. That's what Iraq was a definite th reat to the far from dumbing the issues down,
we wereabout."
American people. He pointed out madethemconcrete and personal."
McDermott did not answersome that lack ofplanning by President Olive said.

-
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PEACE (ContinuedfromPage1)

It's not just mid-terms
causing headaches

... peoplehave the power to create peace. "Unless Palestinian people say to their leaders

'thisis what we want,' and Jewish peoplesay to their leaders 'this is whatwe want,' there
won'tbe peace."
Nusseibeh and Ayalon created a one-page document that outlines their peaceplan one
that givespeople a vision of where they willbe and where they want to be. Some things in
this document included Jewish and Palestinian states, borders returning to pre-1967 and
right ofreturn clauses.
The specific issues that wereavoided ten years ago borders,refugees, and Jerusalem
are the very issues at stake today, saidNussiebeh.
Once they created the document, they went to the people to get them to sign a petition
tellingthe leaders: 'This is what we're willing to do, thisis our price for peace.'

Rob Stein
The Washington Post
Aside from Lord Voldemort, the Forbidden Forest and the Dementors, young
fans of the wildly popular Harry Potter
books apparently have onemore thing to
worryabout: "HogwartsHeadaches."
Howard J. Bennett, a pediatrician in
Washington, D.C., wasalerted to the peril
whenthree patients,ages 8 to10, came to
him in June complaining they had been
sufferingfrom aheadache for the past two
or three days.
"Ineach case, theheadache wasdulland
the pain fluctuated throughout the day,"
Bennett wrote in a letter published in
Thursday's issue of The New England
Journal ofMedicine.
Oneof the children also complained of
neck and wristpain, but none hada fever
or any other symptoms that would suggest they were suffering from something
serious,like aninfection or neurological
problem, he said.
"On further questioning, it was determined that each child had spent many
hours reading J.K.Rowling's latest book
inthe Harry Potter series," Bennett wrote
in the letter, which journal editors titled
— Misery for
"Hogwarts Headaches
Muggles."
"The presumeddiagnosis foreachchild
wasa tensionheadache brought onby the
effort required to plow through an 870-

Question and Answer with speakers at
peace discussion
After thepairspoketheytook questions different Jewishfactions is itonly theconflict with thePalestinians that iskeeping
from theaudience.
One question was "why is the right of
"
return for Palestinians so importdnt?
Andon the other side "why
" areissues on
settlements sosensitive?
Thecreation ofIsraelexistsside-by-side
with the refugee problem, according to
Nussiebeh. With the living conditions of
so many refugees unsolved,how canPalestinians plan for the future?" heasked.
Ayalon fielded the nextpart of thequestion saying ithas only been recently that
settlements have become an issue that
spawns various feelings.People whocreated settlements were pioneers. They believed that Israel would not be created
throughdiplomatic means, and felt that the
only wayto shape theborders ofthe state
was to work the land and make it their
own. "Now wehave to create anew Israelidictionary andbring thesettlersback
onto the fold," Ayalonsaid.Let themunderstandthat theyneed to be thepioneers
for peace.
Thenextquestion wasone involving the
makeup oftheJewish state with so many

-

theJewish state together?
"It's true thathaving acommon enemy
keptus together,"Ayalon said, "but what
we ate trying to do is create a vision of
life after theconflict. Weneed to askourselveswhat isIsrael? And make that our
vision."
Another set of questions involved the
demilitarization ofPalestine and why Israel isnot asked to do the same.
"It's true that this item was placed on
the agenda by the Israelis," Nusseibeh
think it is a good idea from a
said."ButI
practical stand point Idon't see the Palestinians able to put together a military
that will protect diem from their Israeli
neighbors.It'sa futile effort;insteadPalestine should put money into education,
not into the powerof guns."
Forhis part,Ayalon was straightforward
and pragmatic. "We are not living in an
ideal worldand we cannotask Israelis to
signapetitionto demilitarize,itwould not
happenfor a numberofreasons where
to begin? Pogroms, the Holocaust, wars

page book. The obvious cure for this
that is, taking a break from

—
—
reading was rejected by

...

malady

two ofthe pa-

tients, who preferred acetaminophen in-

stead," Bennett wrote, referring to the
pain-killer soldas Tylenol and otherbrand
names.
For one of Bennett's patients, Lillie
Lainoff,8, theheadaches startedthe night
that "Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix," the fifth installment in the series, arrivedin book stores. Lainoff and
her mother rushed out to buy a copy as
soon as itbecame available, and the Potter fan spent the nextseveralhoursdevouring the young wizard's latestadventures.
At first Lainoff'smother wasuncertain
if the headaches werecaused by the heft
of the book or the suspense of waiting to
find out which character wasgoing to die.
"What Iwas trying to figure out was
whetherit was content or the poundage,"
saidLainoff's mother, Kathryn Kincaide.
Bennett told her that her daughter's
headache wasinalllikelihood brought on
by the size of the book, and suggested
Lainoff take 20-minute breaks periodically to keep theheadaches at bay, just as
exclaiming "expectopatronum" protects
Potter and his friends against the evil
Dementors. Reluctantly, Lainoff complied.
In all three cases, the headaches went
away one or two days after the patients
had finished plowing through the book,
said Bennett.
Bennett, whohad not seensimilar cases
"with any of the previous Harry Potter
tomes," noted that each of Rowling's
books has been bigger than the last. "If
this escalationcontinues as Rowlingconcludes the saga,there maybe an epidemic
of Hogwarts headaches in the years to

come," he wrote.
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Japanese teaching program provides work in Japan
Megan Lee
Staff Reporter

Japan, offered glossy guides to Japan, pictures of satisfied JET participants and envelopes of application packets.
"This is a cultural ambassadors
program, sponsored by the Japanese," said Smiley. "It bringspeople
to Japan to teach English and be
cultural ambassadors, but it's more
of a cultural exchange."
Later, in the Pigott building,
Miyauchi and Vice Consul Koichi

tation detailing the program, put
togetherby JET.
"This goes with the Seattle University mission it leads students
—
to programs like this helping
make awell-rounded person,"said
Devin Biviano,seniorinternational
studies/political science major.
"Livingand teaching abroadandall
theopportunities that come withit."
Miyauchi encourages anyone to
apply,beingable tospeak Japanese
isn't required,but participants can
expect to pick it up. All that is
asked, besides being a university
graduate, is a positive and adaptive
interest in Japan. Once applicants
are accepted, they are given an instructional book and CD, and languageclasses while inJapan.
The JET program boasts a variety of fabulous benefits; including
airfare, housing assistance, travel,
foreign work experience and cultural immersion.
Also, there is an opportunity for
university graduates to apply for a
scholarship, which covers a oneand-a-half to two-yearperiodof research at Japaneseuniversities.The
scholarship study area must be in
the same field the applicant studied, or a related one.
"JET pays a stipend of about
3,600,000 Yen per anum. It's discussed in the application."
Miyauchi said.
Accepted participants may be
placedanywhere in Japan,urbanor
rural. Requests maybe made for a

Nakata offered a question and answer session with a video presen-

specific location, but the program as ofthisyear therehavebeen 6,226
determinestheultimateplacement. participants from 40 differentcoun-

The JapanExchange and Teaching Program (JET) is offering students aunique opportunity to work
in Japan for a year,as a guest ofthe
Japanese consulate.
JET is a Japanese governmentteachingprogram thatpromotes information exchange, and participants act as informal cultural ambassadors. Lynn S. Miyauchi, JET
Program Director, was on campus
onMonday answeringquestions at
her booth in the Student Center.

"Peopleparticipate for all different reasons," Miyauchi mentioned.

"People have their own idea of
what they are going to do. The internationalbusinesstrack is aspring
board to travel, viewing different
perspectives in education, or governmentaldiplomacy.Somepeople
go on to work as diplomats, or as
FBIor CIA agents."
At their booth, she and Maiko
Smiley,ofthe ConsulateGeneral of

—

Applicants have a choice of taking tries. Miyauchi says that about tain an application, go to the Japathe Assistant Language Teacher or 1,000 students come from the nese embassy website (http://
www.us.emb-japan.go.jp/) and
the Coordinator for International United States each year.
For more information, or to ob- click on "JET program."
Relations path.
JET has a progressive Alumni
Association,JETAA.This group is
designed to cultivate thebonds between former participants and keep
them in touch with the chapter located in Seattle. They are active in
the community and frequently involved with local events.
Besides beingthe directorofJET,
Miyauchi is a genuine advocate in
the program.She spent three fruitful years teaching inJapan, and is
an activemember of JETAA.
Applications for 2004-2005 must
be received by the Japanese embassy no later than Dec. 5, 2003.
The "paper-screening" review and
selection processes take place during December and January. Interviews areplanned for February,and
JET will announce the results in
early April 2004.
"I would love to revisit Japan.I
was there as an exchange student
and saw how interested they are in
English. This way Icould teach
more than just a few sentences. I
want to go after I
graduate." Minh
Pham, sophomoremarketingmajor,
said.
The JETprogramrequires a oneyearcommitment but contracts are
renewable up to three years. Sessions include time-off for approxiA.J. Chavez
mately 20national holidays.
Lynn Miyauchi, JET program coordinator, explains
Theprogrambegan in1987, and
Krochina,

the JET program to Zach
pre-major.

a sophomore

Forum discussing City Council held at SU
Kate White

Staff Reporter
Filled with more chairs than people to fill them, Casey
Commons was the venue for an experiment done by the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer last Thursday evening. A public forum was held in an effort for the paper to decide
whether or not to endorse Charter Amendment five, a
move to elect Seattle CityCouncil membersby district.
On one side of the room sat five members of the P.I.
Editorial Board, ready to ask questions and absorb an-

Amendment five is the cost of running campaigns.
Sauceda and Touissantboth discussed theneed for a more
diverse perspective being representedat the polls.
"The cost of running a campaign is important because
it prevents good,qualified candidates from running," declared Touissant.
"The game is alreadyrigged against the averageperson
to be able to go in there and change policy."
The cost of running a "credible campaign city wide,"
really
justice
going
according
"Do we
think that more social
is
to
to Touissant, can cost anywhere from 200 to
come about if we vote based on neighborhoods and geo- 250-thousand dollars. She claimed that district voting,
graphical districts, rather than focusing on the human with a smaller population of voters to influence in a
beings of an entire region?" asked Jim Street, opponent smaller area, would allow for "knocking-on-the-door,
of the amendmentand former Seattle City Councilmem- grass-rootstype ofcampaigning."
ber.
"Districts would encourage people of all colors and
On the other side of the issue, proponents of Charter strides to run," said one proponent.
But, opponent Street contended that money will always
Amendment five do not think the current systemis workfollowinterest, stating that district voting would not elimiing.
"City Council has had the same system in place for 30 nate therole of money in politics. At the same time, both
years, and this system is plagued by scandal," said Jay sides agreed on thecrucial need for campaign finance reSauceda, proponent of the amendment.
form in Seattle since they shared a concern with ethical
swers. On the other side sat four representatives from

the public, including two proponents and two opponents
of the amendment, there to persuade the board one way
or the other.
Designed to be a public conversationabout a hot issue,
the discussion took the shape of apublic trial very quickly.
The judges sittingpensivelyat one table grantedeach side
oneminute for opening statements and another, at theend
of the talk, for closing remarks.

The system Sauceda refers to is the "at-large" City

Council vote currently in place inSeattle. Charter Amendment five would create a City Council madeup of nine
district representatives, standing for the needs of indi-

A member of the Editorial Board listens
to comments from supporters and opponents of Charter Amendment five.

vidual neighborhoodsand areas in Seattle,rather thanthe
entire region.
Opponents ofthe amendment, like Street, contend that
a system, with each district only concerned with its own
needs, wouldprevent councilmembers from working together to recognize the needs and interests of the entire
city.
"The power to rally the city wouldbe diminished if we
were represented on a district system," said Street.
Proponent of the amendment, Angela Touissant, believes that communities wouldbe better protected under
a district system.
"Right now, we have a City Council,at-large, whobasically decide what is good for themselves as individu-

als," said Touissant.
Another argument used by proponents of Charter

problems amongst city officials, especially over the last
12 months.
As the conversation came toa close, Mark Trahant, Editor of the P.I. Editorial Pages, asked to hear from students about what they think of the amendment after lis-

tening to the debate.
The first student to speak up boldly saidthat the representatives of the two sides had not answered anything.
"Neither side is saying 'This is what will work,'" she
said. "My neighbor's issues won't be my issues, and we
live in the same neighborhood."
The P.I. Editorial Board is expected to reach a decision
about what side to endorse within the next few days.
"What Ireally like about this process is that our end
result comes from consensus, so it's not a case of winning or losing votes. We talk until we agree," stated
Trahant inhis P.I. column on Sunday.
Based on Thursday's discussion, where morequestions
arose than answers, this agreementcould take longer than
planned.
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Men's basketball prepares for upcoming season
man," Lincoln said. "At his recruiting visit
you could tell he was a pretty good player,
but you didn't think he'd be fighting for a
starting job.He showedgreat composure. He
probably had about 10 assists."
Many of those assists went to Abimbolu
Makinde, a junior college transfer from
Scottsdale (Ariz.) Community College.
Makinde scored a game-high 2 1 points for
the White team, hitting a variety of pull-up
jumpers in the lane and taking advantage of
—
his speed to get open lay-ups an element
missing from last year's 16-11 Redhawks

AustinBurton
Opinion Editor
Although he is regarded as an all-around
talent on the basketball court, Eddie Lincoln
was Mr. One-Dimensional as he prepared for
his upcoming seniorseason at Seattle Univer-

sity.
The 6-foot-4 inch guard, who started all 27
gameslast seasonandaveraged six points, four
rebounds andthree assists, spentthe spring and
summer months focusing onwhathe perceived
as his biggest weakness."I didn't work on too
much of anything but my (JumP )shot," Lincoln said. "Watching it today, it was a lot better and my form wasa lot better."
Thehard work paidoffin more than an aesthetic sense, as Lincoln nailed three threepointers and several long jump shots on his
way to scoring 17 points in SU's intrasquad
game last Friday. Lincoln's White team Wew
out

the Red team, 86-65.

— playedin20—
minute halves with referees head coachJoe
Forthe regulation-likegame

Callero split the squad randomly but with a
littlestrategy, makingsure noteam had a gross
advantage in size, speed or experience. Last
year's returning starters were split among the
two teams, as were the newcomers.
Along with Lincoln,whomCallero said further solidified his spot in the starting lineup,
the Redhawks' third-year coach saw impressive performances from a number of players.
Trevante Nelson, a freshman point guard
from storied Mater Dei High School in California, showed that despite a lack of size (5foot-11-inches, 165 pounds) and experience,
he could successfully run the team. Nelson
scored 11 points for the White team.
"His understanding of the game is far beyond what any of us anticipatedfor a fresh-

team.

"We're really emphasizing transitionthis
year. We struggled on a regular basis scoring last season," Callero said. "I think our
defensive intensity carriedus to 16 wins.To
get 18 or 19 wins we're going to have to
scoremore.We needsometransition lay-ups
every now and then.
"The team that won tonight won because
they hadmoretransition points. Theygot out
more and got some lay-ups."
Callerosaid Makinde earnedhimself a sig
nificant spotin the rotation, though he likely
won't start over Nelson, Lincoln or junio
two-guard Andy Bloom,SU's second-lead
ing scorer last season( 10 p.p.g.)who scorec
10 points for the Red team on Friday.
Another newcomer who stood out was
Kevin Harrison, a 6-foot-8-inch freshman
forward from Marist H.S. in Eugene, Or
egon. Harrisonshowed he could step outanc
shoot from long range as well as mix it up
on the inside, scoring 13 points and hitting
all three ofhis three-point attempts.
Aside from Harrison, post players Nic
Lanoand ScottRaineyimpressedtheir teammates and coaches. Lano, a 6-foot-8- inch
seninr whn avpraged 8.5 points and six re

Eddie Lincoln looks to pass the ball.
pension) did not play as well.
Callero said the intrasquad game was not
intended to determine who would start and
who wouldn't. The starting lineup is pretty
—
much set for now McDaniel,Lincoln,
Bloom, NelsonandLano— but Callero was
looking to see who would earn minutes off
the bench.

down the court, guarding some pretty quick
guys and I'm not tired. Everyone wasin good
shape. No one asked to be taken out."
TheRedhawks' first exhibition gameis on
Saturday at the Connolly Center.SU willplay
the Washington Athletic Club,a collection of
former college players who live in the area.
Tip-off is scheduled for 2 p.m.

"There were twokey things we werelooking for tonight.Numberone was tosee what

rounds in 17 starts last year

ilayed more aggressively
type of condition we're in for a full 40nan in the past, scoring the
said. "I think we
minute game," Callero
Vhite team's first seven showed wehave an 'A'-level conditioning."
loints and finishing with 14
"Number two is tofind out whereour team
Uiney, a 6-foot-10- inch
is sloppy. When you bring officials in, you
ophomore transfer fromUC find out
when your team is traveling, getSanta Barbara, had six
ting three seconds in the key, setting movloints.
ing screens...those areas and details of the
However, not everything
game thatare basedon footwork and fundawell. Sophomore for- mentals.It helps us out
as coaches."
rd Jeff McDaniel, las
SeniorcenterCameron Rowe,who scored
'ear's GNAC Freshman of eightpoints for theRedteam, saidthe gamehe Year, injured his right like atmosphere helped.
humb (his shooting hand
"We got a chance to see how weplay toarly on and sat out most o;
gether and what motivates us. Everybody's
lie game. McDaniel was al- energy was just tremendous," he said.
nursing a groin injury
Lincoln agreedthat the teamlooked to be
sustained earlier in the ingoodcondition. "We're ready for games,"
skat practice. Redshirt he said. "1 played about 30 of the 40 minhman Marcus Steele (111— utes and Iwasn't tired one bit.Icouldhave
s) and Ryan Webb (susplayed the whole time.Iwasrunning up and

SU men'sintrasquad game
RED
A. Bloom
10
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Red team listens to their coach during a time out.
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Students get familiar with the outdoors
Myers added, grinning.
Lofing, who wishes SeattleUniversityhad more ofan outdoor reputation, was happy to hear Myers' comments.
"The point of OAR is that right away students at SU can
Instead ofstudying or socializing in Seattle, twelve Seattle
University students spent the past weekend fording rivers, start going out and getting familiar with places like Rachel
scalingmountainsides, and trudging throughmuddy stream- Lake," Lofing said.
Money, at least, shouldn'tbe a problem for potential OAR
beds four miles each way in search ofRachel Lake.
participants.
Muchofthe necessarybackpacking gear canbe
The students were part of a trip organizedby the Outdoor
Adventure and Recreation Program at Seattle University rentedfrom the Connolly Center, and for OAR members, the
(OAR), which is described by OAR's service coordinator, gearis half price.
The price of the trip to Rachel Lake was $10 apiece for
MelissaTodd, as "an umbrella organization."
members, including a $5 contribution made for a
non-OAR
Under the OAR umbrella a Seattle University student can
communal
food supply.
activity
including
find six
the service oriented one
groups,
that Todd leads.
Todd explained that one of OAR's hopes is to empower
Theother five groups includemountain biking,snow sports, students with particular outdoor interests to organize excurwatersports,rock climbing, and the HiyuCoollee HikingClub sions of their own.
The service branch ofOARhas a tripplanned in Novemthat dates back to the 19305.
Students on the backpacking trip to Rachel Lake ranged ber to help plant trees nearIssaquah. Their service will aid
fromexperiencedOARleaders like Todd.OARpresidentNick Mountains to Sound maintain the 1-90 corridor and prevent
Lofing, and Hiyu Coollee coordinator Hilary Case to curious over-development.
freshman, Nicole Myers and beToddsaid most of the tree
planting they plan to do is
ginning hiker, Sarah Harris.
near streams, and will also
The group of hikers went at
help restore salmonhabitats.
various paces, stopping occaAlthough OAR is only in
sionally to wait for thosebehind.
its
secondyear;Lofing, Todd,
Despite fears that the weather
Case, and other OARleaders
might not hold, the many layers
of fleece clothing and rain flies
have already begun discussing their long-term vision at
on tents were not needed. The

Erica Terence
Editor-in-Chief

a retreat earlierthis year.
"Seattle is, what, 60 miles
away. Idon'tunderstandhow
everyone wouldn't want to

crisp autumn weatherdelivered
a glowing pink sunrise over the
watershedon Sunday morning.
"I think OAR has made it reallyconvenient to go out backpacking. I never would have
done it if OAR hadn't planned
it," Myers admitted.
"Definitely, the highlight of
the trip was getting to the top,"

every weekend out
re in the mountains expe-

fend

riencing this," Lofing said,

spreading his arms and inhaling deeply, gesturing at his
Members of the OAR at Rachel Lake. natural surroundings.
Courtesy of OAR

Warren Miller's Journey to 54th ski film
Angelina Sanelli
Sports Editor

inspirational and moving pieces inski filmmaking.
This film leaves you feeling good inside and wishing that
it wouldsnow soon here in Seattle.
Warren Miller's new film. Journey, is perhaps one ofhis
These amazing skiers and snowboarders make it look so
best films yet. It is Miller's 54" feature film and took 19film easy to ride the biggest rails and carve through very deep
crews and 73 of thebest extreme skiers and snowboarders in snow.
the world to four continents.
Miller ends his film by simply saying, "On my journey
film,
you
If
have neverseen a WarrenMiller
this is a great next year, Ilook forward to riding with you. I've still got
one to begin with.The places thatMiller takesyou will make some time to bring along some friends. See you next year."
any person, whether they can or not, want to learn how to
Miller's movie runs at both the slh5lh Avenue Theatre from
ski.
Oct. 30 toNov. 2, and then again at Bellevue's Meydenbauer
Just watching these pros do incredible tricks and carve Center Nov. 8-9. Tickets can be purchased through
down someofthe biggest and steepestmountains in the world ticketmaster for $16.50.
has viewers out the door and on the phone making reservamost

REDHAWKS
SPORTS & LEISURE
CALENDAR
Thursday October 30th
Women's volleyball vs. Anchorage 7 p.m.

@ Connolly North Court

Womens's soccer vs. Central 2 p.m.
@ Championship Field
Kickboxing 5-6 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
YogaPlus 4-5:15 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Yoga 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Sculpting 6:10-6:55 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Irish Step Dance 7-8 p.m.@ Connolly Classroom

Friday October 31st
Yoga 1-2 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Saturday November 1st
Swim meet vs.Central (away)

Women's volleyball vs. Fairbanks 7 p.m.
@ Connolly North Court

Men's soccer vs.SPU 7 p.m. @ Interbay Stadium
Women's soccer vs. Humboldt State 12 p.m. @
Championship Field
Men's basketball exhibition game 2 p.m. @

Connolly Center

Kick-bo 11 a.m.-12 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

1

Monday November 3rd
CPR & Basic FirstAid 5-8 p.m. @ StimsonRoom
Basic Yoga4:30-5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Spinning 5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room

tions for the nearest mountain thathas snow.

Although Miller is 78-years old, he still keeps up with the
new generationof skiers and snowboarders that are hitting
the slopes. He begins his film by saying, "Let's get the freak
on."
The film begins in Portillo, Chile where members of the
U.S. Freestyle Ski Team are training and hear the Warren
Miller crew will be making a film there.Dave Babic, Toby
Dawson and Hannah Hardaway make their way up to new
andaccessible terrain by helicopter,and help add a littleextra fun by performing an impromptu aerial show for some
visitors eating lunch at the lodge.

Pilates 4:45-5: 35 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

The film also visits extreme skier Glen Plake's home of

Capoeira 7-8:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Lake Tahoe, Nevadawheremountain-meets-lakefor a beautiful setting. With his foot-high Mohawk. Plake shows you
howit'sdone inhis hometown, and that evenat 38-yearsold
he can still scream down 1.700 vertical feet of nonstop moguls on Gunbarrel.
Another place that the film goes to is Valbruna, Italy. For
skiersChris Anthonyand Spencer Wheatley it was veryhard
to find Valbruna, which added a little humor to the whole
trip, especially watching these two grown men ride a small
moped up the steep and snowy hill to the Julian Alps. This
mountain only has a few lifts that pass through the valley of
Valbruna, where Italy, Austriaand Slovenia converge. It was
interesting to see one person ski in and out of three different
countries along one hill.
The film ends with an amazing tribute to snowboard pioneer Craig Kelley, whodied in an avalanchelast year inBritish Columbia. Set to Pearl Jam's / am mine, it's one of the

Tuesday November 4th
Jazzercise 7:15-8: 15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Racquetball 5-8 p.m. @ Racquetball Court 3
Spinning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Dynamic Yoga 5:45-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Wednesday November 5th
Yoga 4:15-5:15 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Evening Yoga 5:30 6:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
WingChun 6:45-7:15 p.m. @ Connolly Spinning Room
Photocourtesy of Mark Weaver

Spencer Wheatley rips a turn in Valduna,
Italy

Kyokushin Karate TBA @ Connolly Classroom
Weight room introduction 12 p.m. or 4:45 p.m. @
Connolly Center weight room
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DIVERSITY( continuedfrom Page I)
"Someone not used to this imagery can feel under attack," Murane explained.
"The cross in front of campus ministry causes a fear
that people will try to convert students and that can be
imitating," explained Islamic freshman, Nazir Harb.
"Thereis a fear that people will tolerate my faith instead
of acceptingit."
But in contrast, Harb feels that SU "maybe accomidates
atheists alittle too much, but it's good to be open to everyone."
Harb,a newly converted Islamic,chose his faith after a
lot of self-motivated research. Being raised by anIslamic
father and a Catholic mother, he is currently participatingin Ramadan, which starts Oct. 27 and lasts for 30 days.
In this period of time, Harb only eats when the sun is
down and prays five times a day.
"I sense a lot of curiosity but there is no mocking."
Harb explained."People don't give me dirty looks when
Igo down to the prayer room with my prayer rug." SU
evenhas a prayer room facing the right direction for Muslimsand Jews to pray in.
Harb is currently participating in the multi-faith coun-

cil andhe appreciates the opportunity to discuss religion
dialectically. "People on campus are great sources ofinformation on religion."
Murane sees the Multi-faith Council as a way of helping students find their ownreligious home in a dominantly
Catholic environment.
But even in classes, Murane identified Christian and
Jesuit undertones.
"The majority of Western Philosophy over the centuries has been written and studied within Christian European culture. But to students of other faiths those words
have different meanings,"Murane said.
Other students, likeThomas Hackett, want SU to "take
the Jesuit identity more seriously."
"Yeah, sure, there's crosses in the Administration Buildingand in Pigott but what about the Law School, Student
Center, or Student Pavilion? None of those portray a
Catholic identity," Hackett said.
Portrayal of the Jesuit Identity goes further than symbolsfor Hackett.
"Where SU falls short is the lack of social teachingin

the curriculum," said Hackett.
"I wantpeople to leave SU havinga greaterunderstanding of how it is to be a Jesuit and what it means to be
Catholic."

NUTS
by Megen

Myexs

Oct. 30, 2003

Nursing Students prepare for
professional success after school
LaurenFarricker

StaffReporter
Inthe traditionofthe Jesuit teaching, the SU
Nursingprogram is based on ideals that focus around
service to others. This service is exemplified in the
strongpresence whichSU nurses have within
surroundinghospitals and in thecommunities where
they provide medical attention.
The Nursing School, as compared to other
majors, retains close contact with many alumni. This
fact, which createsbondsoflong-standingfriendship
between professor andstudent, leaves other SU
students andstaff wondering.What's their secret?
The Nursing School,completely connected with
the learningobjectives of SU, formed their own
mission statement Thismission statement has values
based in embracing the global community, humanitarian emphasis,leadership,scholarship, clinical
competetence andcollegiality. An intriguing dynamic
of the mission statement is based on the concept of
providing healthcare to "vulnerable and underserved

populations."

Staffbelieves that this serventleadership
integration in to learning, whichis unique to SU's
Nursing School, prepares students for the real world.
A graduate'sunderstandingof the Jesuit teaching and
philosophy behindservice isas important as the
biology behind nursing.
"We promote nursingleadership by graduating
students who are competent andconfident in their
abilities and who recognize aresponsibility to use
their SU educationfor the healthand welfare of their
communities."

Kitty Carmichael a graduate ofthe SU Nursing
program, explains why she chose the leadership
aspect ofnursingprovided by SU's program andhow

thisinfluenced her personally. "Iwas really excited at
the ideaofbeing a member ofclinical faculty because I
couldstill do my work and sharemy knowledge with
theplace that really helpedme out."
Carmichael has chosen to continueher involvement with SU, because she believes that helping new
students learn isa way to useher knowledge and talent
as anurse.
Outsideofher educationCarmichaelhas continued to show principles of servant leadership in her life.
Carmichael comments, "Ihavebeen goingona shortterm Medical mission to Guatemala for the last 3 years.
Ilove sharingray medical knowledge and helping
people withtheirhealth,this opens the word of God,
for me.We have adopted San Gabriel, a small village,
andlast year we gave them money whichallowed them
todig a welland provide water for 400 families."
Mary Haviland, alsoa SU graduate who became
an instructor,explains "as a nursing instructor,I
have
thebestof all worlds that are important to me at this
point in my life. That is, Ihave the opportunity to
provide hands-on patient care, the ability to influence
andteach nursing, and the energy left over to spend
quality time withmy family and friends. What else is

there?"
SUnurses continue to work around the world,and
theneedfor caring, competent nurses will continue to
grow,considering thefuture baby-boom generation.
This consideringevokes the dedication and vigor
which SUNursing studentsand graduates experience
ona daily basis.
MarydeChesnay, the Endowed Chair forVulnerable Populations, sums up the connection between

graduates and faculty, "Isuspect it was something to do
with the students'perception that the faculty member
really cares about them andisinterestedin promoting
success in their careers."
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Pike's Place Market's history includes ghosts
Megan Lee

twilight during the grey Seattle
winter.
From there they usher you
down the scary old staircase, into
Seattle's own historic Pike
Place Market is a 'real-life'
Post Alley, toward the infamous
haunted house. And this time of
Down Under, a known hot-bed of
paranormal activity. This area used
year Shelia Lyon and Michael
Yaeger, two long time marketeers
to be the stables, and was boarded
[sic] bring history alive as they
up until 1973 when the city voted
introduce brave souls to the
to save the Market. Down Under
Market's many manifestations.
has seen a lot of seedy activity. It's
These two knowledgeable
here where ghosts like "Madame
merchants have been giving these
Nora" and the "Barbershop ghost"
tours since the 1980s and have an
live. Lyon has a crystal ball in her
amazing knack for making history
magic shop that used to belong to
Madame Nora; it was returned to
come alive through the formidable
ghosts. They've researched this
the Market by a woman dressed in
local phenomenon and offer an
black who never spoke. She
unforgettable and haunting experi- brought it to the Egyptian shop and
just left it on the counter in exence.
importance
change
"I realized the
of
for a scarab. It eventually
gravitated to Lyon.
this when the New Yorkers were
taking over, we were losing our
"Twice Ihave seen the lady in
history," said Yaeger. "No one was white down there on the third
talking about market history anyfloor." Janitor Roan Pizan said.
more. This is one of the reasons we "I'm serious, you can ask my
started these tours."
brother."
The tours begin at the
The Barber Shop ghost is
Market's famous pig, Rachael, on
rumored to be the spirit of an 800pound woman barber who was
the corner of Pike Street and Pike
Place. From this point tourists are
known for lulling clients to sleep
introduced to Arthur Goodwin, who with her soft voice and smooth
founded the Market in 1907. He
touch. Then, as the loggers and
keeps watch over from his perchup gold-diggers napped, she would
in the Goodwin Library, just above deftly pick their pockets. Yaeger
IIBistro. Lyon added, "he is some- believes she was thrown down the
times called the 'winter ghost',
stairs to her death, just outside the

Staff Reporter

because he is most often seen at

Barber Shop (rumored to be the

oldest in Washington State). Some
people think she fell through the
floor. Either way, she is still there
singing her song.
"Things move around in here,"
said Barber Andrea Green. "It's
always at night though, when no
one is here. We had this doll that
was up there [on the cupboard] and
when Icame to work the next day
it was there on the floor. No one
else was in here."
On the Mezzanine level of the
Down Under is the "column ghost."
It's here in the evenings where
there is an eerie and unexplainable
cold spot. Many people believe the
ghost of Princess Angeline, the
daughter of Chief Seattle, is also
down there. She used to live in a
little house on Western, just behind
the market, where the parking lot
and trees are now.
"I believe these ghosts are just
as startled of us as we are of
them," Mentioned Yaeger. "They
sometimes try to hide."
After being introduced to the
specter of spirits, the tour usually
concludes at 1921 First Avenue,
previously E.R. Butterworth's
Mortuary, built in 1903. The family
moniker can still, though just
barely, be seen on the back of the
building, just above Kell's. It's
rumored that old Mr. Butterworth
was the one who coined the term
"Mortician".

"There are 19 spirits living
here," said John David Crow,

owner ofFire and Ice. "There was a
Hawaiian Shaman who came
through and counted them. He said
18 are friendly but one had a dark
presence.
"When we were first opening I
spent a few nights here. One
morning I went into the bathroom
and there was a hanger perfectly
balanced on the doorknob. Ilooked
at it a second time and it fell off,
but Ihave no idea how it got in
there. The men's room is where the
mortuary elevator shaft used to be,
and rumor has it that someone fell
down it years ago."
There is an international
quality about these tours; they are
brilliant portholes into the past.
They put Seattle in a league with
historical cities like: Edinburgh,
London, New Orleans and Prague.
They teach us about Seattle's other
side.
At the Market Magic Shop,
Down Under, Lyon offers a pocket
guide for those who want to attempt a do-it-yourself tour. This
guide or a tour will introduce a
plethora more poltergeists.
For more information about
tours,
the
call Sheila Lyon, Pike
Place Market Magic Shop, (206)
713-8506 or Michael Yaeger,
Studio Solstone, (206) 682-7453.
Happy Haunting.

Phony advertisments tempt needy SU students
Kate Opatz
Staff Reporter
The black dollar signs beckon from brightly
colored flyers on bulletinboards across campus. A
toll free phone call is all it takes to earn hundreds of
dollars a month working from your home. Yes, it's
probably too good to be true.
These tempting advertisements can be found on
nearly every bulletin board on campus. However,
where they come from and what they're really about
can be difficult to identify. The Campus Assistant
Center (CAC), which is responsible for approving
and maintaining postings around campus, doesn't
approve the flyers and doesn't know where they
originate from.
"It's a pain. We take them down once a week,
and then the next day they're up again," saidCAC
employee Sarah Hollis.
These offers areappealing, especially to college
students on a budget. "Icalled because Ineeded
money. The flyer promised money and Ineeded it,"
said sophomore Micah Wilson.
When you call one of the most commonly
found 1-800 numbers, you will be put on hold "due
to the volume of calls" being received. Finally, after
a couple ofminutes of cheesy music,you will hear a
recording asking for your name and phone number so
an associate can call you back within 24 hours.
When they do so, you will be invited to a special
informative meeting. You can also opt for a one-onone session with someone like Tyler, a University of
Washington student who is nowmaking "more than
his parents", and who wants to select you out of
hundreds of applicants.
So what do you have to do to earn the money

with flexible hours and no experience? Some of the
most common scams found on college campuses

include medical billing, envelope stuffing, or workat-home assembly. Each scam requires you to pay a
$300 - $500 for licensing, processing,or software.
Medical billing scams, for example,usually
offer a package including training, computer software and a list of doctors for several hundred dollars.
It is a legal transaction,because medical billing is
truly an occupation,and people do make money
helping doctors process electronic claims.
Competition is fierce and most doctors who
contract their medical billing usually use established
firms rather than individuals working from home.
The chances of making the promised $800 a month
or receiving the guaranteed refund are extremely
rare. Many ads don't mention the unpaid hours and
hidden costs required of you.
The Federal Trade Commisionhas filed more than
eight cases against medical billing scams, according to
their website. Yet, new companies appear as quickly as
theoldones that are put out ofbusiness.
Inorder to avoid scams, the FTC advisespeople
to "get all the details and refund policies in writing".
Signs of a scam include assurances of guaranteed
markets and huge profits without previous experience. Tomake sure a company is legitimate, you can
alsocheck with the local Better Business Bureau to
see if there are any complaints about the business
promoter.

The absence of complaints, however, may not
mean the company is genuine. Dishonest companies
may settle complaints,change their names and move
to avoid detection. There's a reason these persuasive
flyers sound so good, but it's possible to avoid the
scams.

This student isn't the only one being
deceived.
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Thursday pours their heart out at The Showbox
Greg Boudreau
CoverEditor
Imust disclaim that after leaving the
performance of Thursday, Thrice, and
Coheed andCambria this past Monday
night at the Showbox, Iwas intimidatedto
write this article, knowing full well that I
could not writean articlewell enough or
fully articulate to the reader just how good
of a performance it was. Let that assure
you just how excellent a show it was,and
how fortunate you are ifyou went. If you
did not get the chance to attend this show
that sold out a month prior, then I'm sorry.
The three bands performed to an
eclectic crowd, a collection ofpeople there
to see their own band of choice, but
excited to see the performances of all the
bands.
Coheed and Cambriabegan the show
with a combination of emo, highpitched
vocals and 80's metal inspiredguitar.
Their solid performance would havebeen
an excellentshow in itself; howeverthe
two following bands overshadowed them,
making their set palein comparison.
Irvine,California's Thrice took the
second,
breaking out a fusion of
stage
hardcore,metal,and punk which brought
the audience into frenzy, leading them to
sing along to every song of their performance.

And lastly, Thursday took the stage
with singer GeoffeRickly as he danced
about, moving and looking just as a rock
star was meant to, without allofthe

junior high." Rickly went on to explain
how the song was about how, when he was
twelve, he had fought with a childhood
friend of his and then didn't speak to him
for a year afterwards. Before Rickly was
able to make amends, his friend was
accidentally shot in the head by another
friend, andhe felt that he could never
actually say goodbye and apologize to his
friend. The song is his goodbye to his
friend, and that was what the song meant
to him. And that was what the performance
was like, a complete opening ofthe band's
hearts to audience, leaving no emotion out;
not a lamentation, but a connection.
Both Thursday and Thrice are
experiencing the aftermath of their first
major label release, an aftermath that has
that continues to elevate the bands in
on stage.
extravaganceand thrills. Just dancing and
gesturing and singing and shouting to the
Monday's show was only one dateof popularity and media attention.
the tour, a tour that marks the beginning of
Both bands enjoyed a loyal and
songs, all while the other members of the
fervent fan followingprior to these
band gaveevery bit of energy and emotion a new genre of music, post-hardcore
releases, a following built on the strength
(please don'tcall it screamo). It has been
into each cymbal and chord played.
What made this show so spectacular in the development for yearbut has finally of their previous album (Thrice's Illusion
was the complete audience interaction with asserted itself to stay.Post-hardcore fuses
ofSafety and Thursday's FullCollapse)
together emo andhardcore into a sound
thebands. Music like this can only be
and their live performances. Andboth
bands are hailed as the kings ofpostproperlylistened to live. An album leaves
that accomplishes both emo's connection
a band's key component sounding empty
to the listener by pouring one's heart out
hardcore.
But what the music world is waiting
with thelack of an audience. That's not to for the audience to see and hear while
to
see
is if these bands will be able to
say that Thursday's War all the Time and
maintaining hardcore's tough edge and
maintain
their loyal following as major
preventing
becoming
Thrice's Artist in the Ambulance are not
the songs from
excellent albums, for they are both well
label artists or if they, as the bands that
wallowing lamentsabout heartbreaks.
have inspired them, will eventually lose
worth listening to. However, to fully
Geoffe Rickly evenintroduced the
understandhow the songs are meant to
the connection to the crowd that is so vital
song "Steps Ascending" with"it's really
sound,you must hear them performed live good [for the audience] to hear what a
to a band. IfMonday's performance at the
with the shouts and screams ofthe crowd
Showbox is any indicator of the future of
songs means and to know that it wasn't
in rhythm with the instruments and vocals
these bands, then all hope is not yet lost.
just about some girl he had a crush on in

The Disasters are a disaster
Melissa Mueller
Staff Reporter
Upon first listen to Roger
Miret and the Disasters, you
might think you're listening to a

Good Riddance tribute band.
After hearing the rest of the
album, however, you'll realize
that is not the case.
Although frontman Roger
Miret hasbeen a part of the New
York punk scene for years, his

Miret tries too hard to be
political throughout the entire
album and fails.Unlike punk
bands NOFX and Good Rid-

tent.

Disasters do not offer any
solutions other than destruction
and rioting. The lyrics all seem
focused onone idea: rioting on
the streets and beatingpeopleup
The rest ofthe band has

Miret and the Disasters.

will want to overlookRoger

*
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Pregnant?
Need help?
call

Birthright
206-789-5676

the Staff

band's style sounds more like the
pop-punk anthems on the radio
rather than hardcore punk.
Ironically,the band has a
song on the album called "Radio.
Radio," in whichMiret laments
about the horrible state of songs
that are played on the radio.He
makes a good point when he
sings, "1hearmusic blasting from
across the hall, it drives me crazy,
Ican't take it any more." For
anyone wholoathes mainstream,
they can certainlysympathize
with the lyrics. However, Miret's

Not Ready for
the LSAT?

aggravating voice makes the
point not worth listening to.
Ihighly recommend
Alkaline Trio's "We've Had
Enough" insteadof "Radio,
Radio." whichhas the same
messageas this song only with
more sophisticated vocals and in
depth lyrics.

I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test,or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach nay own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock examsfor the reasonable
price of $895.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me provo it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

The first track, "Run
Johnny Run," has catchy guitar
hooks, butMiret's mild chant

ruins the rest of the song. Despite
his tattooed arms and overall
punk look he gives on the back of
the album, Miret sounds anything
but punk rock on the song.

www.spectator-online,com

guitar riffs are clean and consis-

The band, however, has a
soundthat is a far cry from punk
rock. If you are looking for
hardcore punk bands with
talented singers that sing about
political and social issues, you

dance, Roger Miretandthe

Visit The Spectator Online!

good backing vocals, and the

-

Roger Miret and The Disasters

Photo byAmy Archei

GRADUATING?
Want to teach Englisharound
the world?

TESOL
(Teaching English to Speakers ofOther
Languages)

CERTIFICATION
earned intensively in 4 weeks
12 Seattle U credits
off-campus tuition rate

WWW.SCHOOLOFTESL.COM
(The School ofTESL is an affiliate
of theSchool ofEducationandalso
offers online andnight classes.)
(206)781-8607
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Posthumous 2Pac albums angering to fans
pose we have to give it up and admit

AustinBurton
Opinion Editor

According

to the conspiracy theorist's calendar, the late Tupac
(a.k.a.
Shakur
2Pac) has about two
months to prove he is alive.
Mere minutes after 2Pac was
reported dead from multiple gunshot

wounds in September of 1996, acof exactly how and why he was
faking his death sprang up like so
many well-endowed ladies in the
rapper's videos. One theory was that
'Pac had gone underground and would
resurface seven years later; a belief
based on the album 'Pac was working
on at the time, titled Don Killuminati:
The 7 Day Theory, which he recorded
under the alias Makaveli (infamous
Italian philosopher Machiavelli once
wrote about faking one's death).
In the meantime, while waiting
2Pac
to show up at the next MTV
for
Music Video Awards, fans listened
attentively to every posthumous
release for the one post-96 reference
that would confirm their hero was
indeed living. ("He just said 'Lou
Bega,' yo! Pac's alive!")
So here we are, seven years later,
and unless 'Pac pops up soon Isupcounts

there is no Black Elvis.
Personally, Ihope 'Pac does
come back. Even if he never makes
another song, Iwant to see him
regulate on everyone who's been
capitalizing on his legacy by releasing
"brand-new" albums years after he
(supposedly) died.
Earlier this month, Death Row
Records releasedNuMixx Klazzics, a
collection of remixed 2Pac hits. It's
the eighth official album released
since 2Pac's death, to go along with
about a dozen bootleg CDs floating
around.
Rumor had it that while living,
2Pac recorded about 150 unheard
songs. From this untapped
reservoir of material,
record labels have
put out everything
from a greatest hits
album to a group
effort with former
lackeys The
Outlawz to a collection of Shakur's poetry
being read by spoken
word artists. The most
recent releases, 2002's
Better Dayz and this year's
NuMixx Klazzics, have pushed
the number of Dead 'Pac
albums (eight) past the
number of Living 'Pac
albums (six).

This has landed 2Pac at
number eight on Forbes' list
of top-earning dead celebrities,
joining fellow musicians Elvis,
John Lennon, George Harrison and
Bob Marley in the top ten.
In hip-hop, recreating the music
of the deceased hasn't just been
limited to 2Pac. In recent years we've
seen albums from dead rappers Notorious 8.1.G., Big Punisher, Big L and '
Eazy-E. And as evidenced by Forbes

lists, artists in other genres get the

those verses? Did he like, respect, or

even know the artists he's been
unknowingly guest starring with? On
Nas' God's Son, 2Pac makes an
appearance on "Thugz Mansion." But
tantrum). I will admit to owning
anyone who listened to Don
Biggie's Born Again, Big Pun's
Killuminati — the last album 2Pac
—
EndangeredSpecies, and two of 2Pac's actually had any say on knows 'Pac
post-96 albums, all posthumous work. pretty much hated Nas and lobbed
Most of the songs are pretty good,
death threats at Nas on at least two
some are even great...but something's
songs.
just not right about it.
Everyone says they just want to
These songs were unreleased for
"keep the memory alive," but I'm not
a reason, most likely because the artist buying it. If you want to keep Notoriwasn't satisfied with the product.
ous 8.1.G.'s memory alive, listen to
Imagine someone going into your
Life After Death again,an album
room, taking the rough draft of a midwhere Big was around to have some
input in; you don't need a collection of
term essay and giving it to your
raw verses, beats he might have
teacher before you had a chance to
detested, and guest spots from people
:h it up. Now imagine if you
rote essays for a living and
he didn't even know.
took your art form as seriously
This doesn't happen with other
as 2Pac or Biggie did theirs, art forms. We don't see Chris Farley's
and then you'll start to see screen tests superimposed into a
"brand-new"movie starring Farleyihy these post-death
shady.
are
albums
wannabe Jack Black. We don't see
often,
Redd
Foxx's home video footage fused
Most
of "My Wife and Kids."
episodes
into
unreleased" tracks
So why do it with music artists?
started off as simply
And what will happen after all of
le artist recording a
an artist's recorded work has been put
rse or two.
on posthumous albums but certain
Producers are hired people are still looking for a payday?
Will we see a "brand-new" 2Pac album
to craft a beat around
the words, and somethat consists of interview excerpts
times other rappers
with a beat in the background? Maybe
and singers add their
his friends saved phone messages that
can be turned into songs?
vocals to fill out the
Maybe I've got it all wrong.
song. Or living artists
new
songs
Maybe
will make
2Pac is alive, and he's giving
m^ using
old verses from
all these projects the green light while
same treatment.
It isn't so much that these albums
are bad (though NuMixx Klazzics is
about as weak as a Mr. Rogers temper

dead artists, as if the dearly departed
was in the studio along with them (see
Diddy, P).

What happened to artistic integrity? Forget for a moment that 'Pac
wasn't finished with some of the
verses on the "new" albums. Would he
have even liked the new beat put to

stacking his chips in Cuba. Maybe he
is planning a comeback, and sometime
this winter he'll storm the stage during
a Snoop Dogg concert and make
everyone bug out.
And when he does, he needs to
backslap whoeveris putting out this

weak, undone material.

Suffering is hip in Please Don't Kill the Freshman
a shiny Christmas present only to be disappointed.Curry
wore a candynecklace today and Itried to biteoff some
Staff Reporter
candy and ended up making his neck bleed. What a
At 14, every teenagerstrives to send a message,and tragedy."
it's usually some variation of "F**k the World." Angst is
While some passages are redundant, Zoe Trope's
embraced with enthusiasm; boredom is cool. Suffering is
memoir is full ofcharacter and emotion.It is loving and
—
hip. Being misunderstoodis a necessity. Please Don 't Kill contemptuous, bitterand imploring it holds mass appeal
the Freshman, the memoirof 14-year-old Zoe Trope,is a
because itcould be everyone'steenage diary,only
riveting account ofraw hormones, sacred friendships,
probably better written.
rejection, and surviving in the intellectual wasteland that
Ifirst read Please Don'tKill theFreshman two
is high school.
years ago, when it appearedas a chapbook at Powell's
Please Don 't Kill the Freshman is not a novel. It has Books in Portland, Oregon. The story ofhow it became
plot.
published is as interesting as the work itself. The journal
no
The author's personalstatement seems to be
"F**k the World— but please recycle." Zoe Trope is a
entries beganas correspondence between a bored high
—
paradox active in school activities,apathetic in class.
school freshman and her former creative writing teacher,
and
to
bitchy
She is
and sensitive
scared be alone.The
Kevin Sampsell.Sampsell was impressed withZoe
other characters, althoughartistically captured withnames Trope's writing, and urged her to get her work locally
like "Linux Shoe" and "Midwestern Tackiness," are
published. The pseudonym "Zoe Trope" wasused to
surreal and two-dimensional. They lack historiesand
protect the author, who was still in high school, and the
substance, and most anecdotes concerning them are
privacy ofher friends. Together Zoe Trope and Sampsell
couched in vague, flowery tropes that leave the reader
created the chapbookPlease Don 't Kill the Freshman and
yearning for a few concrete details.
had it locally distributed. It madeit to the Powell's
"Cherry B***h,my insomniac,pries secrets from
bestseller list, and eventually attracted the attention of
tired coldfingers and Iclick for her like a happy dance."
majorpublishers. Now the book has been fleshed out to
Despite the fact that there is no plot to propel the
include Zoe Trope's sophomoreyear in high school,and is
book, it's a compelling read. This can only be attributed to being translated into Italian.
Zoe Trope'sunique writing style. Her words are lyrical
As an unflinching account of teenage boredom and
and poetic at times, shocking at others; she is a follower of emotional yearnings,Please don'tKill the Freshman is
Charles Bukowski and it shows.
written in a style bothmesmeric and beautiful. However,
"I walk home and eventuallykiss the Wonka Boy
it lacks clarity, plot, climax,and closure; as a novel it is
(supposed to be gay).He shoves his tongue in mymouth
nothing. But it's a beautiful nothing.
anxiously, awkwardly. Toomuch like a child rippingopen

Cienna Hahn

A story about you by Zoe Trope
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chackitcxt***
get your stomachheard tonight!
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with organizations!

Food Service Committee Mtg. CAMPUS MINISTRY
halloween party

Thursday, Oct. 30th
spm in Student Center 330
the meeting tonight, hut want to serve on the
committee? T'attz to your 'ASSII (Residential 'Rzy, 'Aiicia

Can't make

r

fcephart at ext. 6050 or keyharta@seatt(eu.eau\

Friday, Oct. 31st
11:30a- 1:00pm
Student Center 120
COSTUME CONTEST AT12:30PM,

FREESNACKS PROVIDED!

get cxxnscbecL " "

to your new senior class officers!

ASSU congratulates the newly selected 2003-2004
Senior Class Council Officer Team...

-

ASSU Senior Rep/Class President Erica Eschbach
Events Coordinator April Colina
Treasurer/FundraisingChair Vickie Chambers
Publicity and Promotions Chair - Jamila Johnson
Secretary/Historian Kirn Trompke
Alumni Liaison Scan O'Neill
Career Development Liaison Amy Guess

OFFICE OF
MULTICULTURAL

STUDENT AFFAIRS
social event
Wednesday, Nov. 12th
6:oopm- 7:oopm
Campion Ballroom

-

The ASSU/SEAC Spectatorpage Is designed weeklyby ASSU Directorof Public Relations
Chris Nguyen,to inform youof the latesthappenings from bothASSU andSEAC. Allnews
shownon this page is submittedby the representativesof eachorganization, along with other
misc. announcementsmade by clubsandoffices on campus. Theseannouncementsmust be
sent to Chris Nguyen at ext. 6382 or nguyenc@seattleu.edu bynoon oneach Tuesday before the
Spectator publicationdate. Selection of announcements willbebased on space availability.

FREEDINNER PROVIDED!
A great opportunity t0...
*Meet the OMSA Staff*
*Join an Alliance club*
*Learnhow to get involved!*
*Get theOMSA scoop*

STUDENT
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
stuadnt center 350 (across from the bistro, next to assu)
come to the

SEAC GENERAL MEETING!
Join the FUN = Tuesday, Nov. 4th = 6:3opm @ Schafer Auditorium

Get on a SEAC Committee! The commitment level is as much or as little as you want to make it. Committees include:Fall Ball,
Battle of the Bands, Quadstock, Study Break, Films, Coffeehouse, Multicultural,Publicity and Fundraising! Attend the SEAC General
Meeting to find out how to get involved! Got questions? Talk to SEAC VP of Operations, Ann Kelly (kellya@seattleu.edu)!

MOVIE NIGHT
..
seac films committee presents.

THE GODFATHER
Tuesday, Nov. 4th
Bpm @ Schafer Auditorium

FALL BALL '03
COMMITTEE
MEETING
Wednesday, Nov. sth
7:3opm @ Student Center 350
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Russian coal miners relate survival tale
Robyn Dixon
Los Angeles Times

—

MOSCOW
Last Thursday
wasVasily Avdeyev's first day as director of the Zapadnayamine so he
said he decided to "take the bull by
thehorns"and godown intothe pit.
A wall of water like an ocean
wave flooded the southernRussia
coal mine that day, knocking
Avdeyev off his feet. He spent the
next five days with a small group
of men "runningaway fromdeath,"
moving about constantly to escape
the rising waters and search for
oxygen.
On the third day batteries faded,
helmet lights died one by one, and
the men losthope. "That was when
most of us thought we were
doomed and would never be
saved," Avdeyev, 53, said on
Wednesday by cell phone fromhis
hospital bed in Novoshakhtinsk.

Another miner, Andrei
Beloglazov, described whatit was
like after beingtrapped more than
2,000feet underground for five and
ahalf days: "When Isaw the rescuers coming toward us Iwanted
to cry,but Ihad no tears because I
lost all my tears down therein the
long,long darkness."
There were 71 miners in
Zapadnaya when the waters
crashedinto themine. Thirty-three
wererescued over the weekend,but
13 remained trapped for almost a
week before workers tunneled
through from an adjacent shaft,
saving 11.
There were many moments of
despair before the winking lights
of the rescuers signaled salvation
to the trapped men. This dying in— where pay is often dedustry
— is one of
layed for months
Russia's most dangerous jobs.
"At times, the thought crossed

my mind, 'How stupid it is, to die
doing a job you're not even paid
for,"' Beloglazov, 43, said in a
mobile phone interview with the

and gas discoveries. Yet because
thereare nojobsand fewother jobs
in coal-mining towns, men risk
theirlives todigup anunprofitable
Los Angeles Times from his hos- resource, and corners are cut to try
pital bed.He recently waspaidhis to keep mines open, while safety
salary for March. "I don't think I is neglected.
will want to go down amine shaft
Thenew director Avdeyev,spent
again."
25 years in mines, workinghis way
There probably won't be a up from anordinary miner to manchance todo soin Novoshakhtinsk, agerand finally director. With such
where six of the operating nine solid experience,he was appointed
mines are closed. Zapadnaya is to lead the Zapadnaya mine out of
now inoperable and the other two its financial crisis, after water
remain insevere doubt.
flooded the mine early this year,
—
The dramatic rescue coincid- forcing a temporary closure.
ing with a methane explosion at a
To the trapped men, Avdeyev
mine in Russia's Far East, which was arock ofsupport as theunderkilled five men, has underscored ground ordeal woreon.
the frequent accidents and finan"He turned out to be brave and
cial problems in Russia's coal in- calm and solid. It felt good to be
dustry. The energy-richnation has near him,kindof safer," explained
no pressing need for most of its Beloglazov.
coal mines, founded mainly in the
After the lights went out, the
1930s and '50s before the big oil trapped men listened to the sound

of the water, which "kept coming
at us and going back and coming
again, with a horrible sound like
some beast in the dark,"
Beloglazov said. "We sat there in
the dark, clinging to each other to
keep warm."
There was no food, but people
were too afraid to feel hungry, said
Avdeyev.
"Wehad to follow oxygenso we
had to be on the moveall the time,
shifting from one place to another
as the air ran out. After three days
wehad no lights. We drank the dirty
water from the flow, which kept
pursuing us."
On Tuesday, the trappedminers
heard the dull thud of explosions,
andrealizedthat rescuers were trying to blast a tunnel through to
them from a neighboring mine.
Hopecame floodingback. Therescuers broke throughovernight,before Wednesday's rescue.

Plaintiffs in Bogota put oil drilling damages at $6 Billion
T. ChristianMille

ChevronTexaco, which says it conducted
$40
a
million cleanup after ceasing operationsin 1992, dismissed the five-page report
as lacking documentation for its claims.
"There is no validity to the study because
there is no study," said Maripat Sexton, a

steelliners in dirtpits that received thousands
of gallons ofoil waste watereach day.
"The currentpits arenecessary forefficient
and economical operations," concluded the
study, which dates from 1980. "The alternaChevronTexaco spokeswoman. "These costs tive for using our current pits is to use steel
at a prohibitive cost."
have no credible,substantiatedbasis."
— six times the pitsPlaintiffs
The new money figure
in the lawsuit said the memo
—
previousestimate cameas the lawyersalso showed that officials at Texaco, which
released internal company memos showing merged with Chevron to form

Los Angeles Times
BOGOTA, Colombia

—

Lawyers for
Ecuadoreans suing ChevronTexaco
Corp. unveiled a new report Wednesday that
dramaticallyupped the total bill for alleged
environmental damage as aresult of drilling
operations to more than $6 billion.
David Russell, an environmental expert
hiredby the plaintiffs, saidthat two decades
of oil drillingoperations had contaminated that company officials had worriedthat oil
nearly1 ,000 acres of wetlands and more than operationsmayhave been sending contami120 milesofriversand streams.
nated waterinto the Amazon.
"The only real comparison is Chernobyl,"
After conducting a study, however, comRussell said."It's a huge area with lots of pany executives concludedthat the pollution
affected people."
risk was minimal and the cost too high to
30,000
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ful turn of century bldg. Start
$550, excellent location,
hrdw floors, lotsoflight, pets
ok Call Jim or Denise (206)
329-5711.

.

Get PaidFor Your Opinions! Earn $15 -$125 and
more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com 3 Blocksfrom S.U. quiet,
tastefully restored studio in
Addressers wantedimme- classic brick bldg. with oak
diately! No experience
floors, leaded windows,
necessary. Work at home.
COve ceilings, huge walk-in
Call 405-447-6397
closet, dressing room
adjacent to bath, $645.
Sorry, no pets or smoking,
500.For Rent
1422 E. Union Street, (206)
323-4329 or (206) 524BELLTOWNCONDO
Why rent when you can af- 5981.
ford to own? Beautiful and 1
quiet Belltown condo FSBO
Jq g^^^jn
$165K. Newer building with
Spectator, or for
low hod's come by Open
House 10/26 & n/02 from
classified pricing
11-4/Theaddressis 425 Vine
and jjnformatformat jon

were environmentally sound. At the time,
Texaco dumped water produced as a
byproduct of drilling into pits and then into

nearby rivers and streams.
"I ordered that study because we wanted
to make sure that we were complying with
the law," said Rene Bucaram, a former
Texaco executive in Ecuador who is now
president of a private Ecuadorean oil industry group. 'What we did was comply with
everylaw possible."
Wednesday marked the last day in the
ChevronTexaco in 2001, were aware that

their disposal techniques were potentially

opening

phase of the trial, which, under

dangerous.
Ecuador's court system, nowpasses into the
But former Texaco company officials in- hands ofa judgefor further investigation. No
volved with the study saidit was conducted judgment is expectedfor the next six months
in order to ensure that Texaco's operations to a year.
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Editorial
In today's society there are more victims thanperpetrators.
A criminal is not responsible for his actions because he had a
bad home life.
People would rather blame someone else for their misfortune than do something about said misfortune ("It's not my
fault my homework isn't done,my roommatekept me up"). If
you dropped the ball ona group project, don't make excuses.
Tell them "Yeah,Iscrewed up," thentake steps to make sure
that it doesn't happen again like leaving the room, going
somewhere else to study, etc.
"A warrior takes responsibility for his acts, for the most
never
trivial ofacts.An averageman actsouthis
"— thoughts,and
Castaneda,
takes responsibility for what he does. Carlos
20th century mystic andToltec warrior.
People are tired of hearing how miserable your life is. Do
something about it.
Life is what you decide to make ofit.It'show you choose
to go about your day that makes it what it is. If you wake up
thinking "Oh man, today is justgoing to be horrid,"thenmore
than likely it will be. If however you wake up and say to
yourself, "I've got two tests today and a projectdue.It's going
to be a challenge but I'll do it," then more than likely you'll
have a decent day (albeit a busy one).
The fact ofthe matter is people choose how they will react
to a situation.Thereis nothing you're going to be able to do
about those tests andthat project;they are stillgoing to happen
whether you decide you're going to have a positive attitudeor
not.Rest assuredthat when youdecide tohave a good day and
act positively, the day will go better.
An added side effect is people around you will be happier,
making your life that much easier.
"The grass is not always greener on the other side of the
fence. Fenceshave nothing to dowith it. Thegrass isgreenest
water
where it is watered. When crossing overfences, carry
"—
you
youmay
with
and tendthe grass wherever
be. Robert

—

Fulghum.
People who take responsibility for their attitude might
notice a phenomenon: the people around them seem to have
better attitudes.Thereis a slogan thatattitudeis catching, and
once again from experience, anyone can tell you it is true.
Your attitude is your watering can.
TheSpectator Editorial Board consists of Erica Terence,
KyleFord and AustinBurton.Signedcommentaries reflect
the opinions of the authors and not necessarily of the
Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
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Gay couples should be
allowed to legally marry
tryis notsupposed tohave an estab-

in general.

lished religion, sobringingreligion
into the debate should be invalid.
Unless there is a specific religion
thatis representativeofthis country
and is our authorized religion, we
should not even factor the moral

Idon't see how this is possible.
How woulda gay couple getting
married destroy marriage? If gay
marriages were legalized, straight
couples would stillbe able to marry
just as they do now.
Then there are those who say gay
wouldhave healthcare covgeand thatshouldn'tbeallowed.
Excuse me if I'm wrong, but
shouldn't everyone in America be
able to have healthcare coverage,
regardless of sexual preference?

aspect into this.

Another important part of the argument is where the childrenfactor
in.The proclamation seems to suggest thata man andawomangetting
married equalsgood parents for the
children. Thisis certainly not true.

MelissaMueller
Spectator columnist
Two weeksago,PresidentGeorge
W. Bushinitiated a "Marriage Pro-

tection Week" to promote themarriage union between a man and a
woman. Thisis a clear case of ignoring the homosexual population
of the United States and disregarding them as valuable members of
society.
Themoralissue of gay marriages
is not new, and it is way past time
for gay couples to be able to celebrate and unite their love in the
bondof marriage.
In the proclamation of Marriage
Protection Week, the President
stressedthat a marriageis a "union
between amanand awoman."Later,
he went on to say that we must
"continue our work tocreatea compassionate, welcoming

society,where allpeople
are treated with dignity
and respect."
Is this a welcoming
society thatdoes not include gay couples?

Just because a man and a woman

Ihaveheard comments like "it's

are married, that doesn't mean that
they are capable of being better
parents than a gay couple.
AccordingtoDivorce Magazine,
the divorcestandardin this country
is 49 percent. That's roughly half.
Why is itthat somepeople feel that
marriage is sacred and should be
limitedto straight couples, yet half
of the straight married couples in
this country fail at it?
Idon't understand why people
are so set in their ways and think
that gaycouplescoulddo any worse
than straight people have been doing.Marriage between a man and a

because gay men spread AIDS."

womanis consideredsacred, yet no
one really laments about the divorce rate.

Straight people spread AIDS too,
so why don't we deny them
coverage?
's a basic human right to have
healthcareinsurance, gayorstraight,
married or single. Married gay

Sthcare

couples should be no exception.
There is the argumentthat samesex relationships are harmful. In
certain situations, they can be, just

as straight relationships have the
potential to be as well. Yet, we
allow straight couples tobemarried
eventhough they canbedamaging,
but we do not permit gay people to
marry.

Gay couples go through similar
problems as straight couples do.
They break up and fight, and
they makelong-term commitments. If a straight couple

Why is it that some people
feel that marriage is sacred
and should be limited to
straight couples, yet halfof
the straight married couples
in this countryfail at it?

This proclamation is
the
gay community, it blatantly slaps them in the
face.
According to a 2000
census, there are more
than 600,000 households headedby same-sexpartners
in the United States. Those people
and thecountless same-sex couples
in the country are being excluded
not only alienating

tiples

from this "Marriage Protection

Week."
Theclosed-minded peopleinthis
country cannot pretend that gay
people donot existandare not fighting for their rights.
There are religious reasons for

opposing same sex marriages; that
it's unholy or wrong.Butourcoun-

can get married and legally
bindtheir commitment, a gay
couple should be able to do
the same. It is not right to
deny citizens of this country
right to marry because
y are not part of the typical, socially acceptedcouple.
Whether or not you think
being homosexualis wrong,
a sin, or completely disgusting, it comes down to one
This is not to say that some gay essential question. Does the govmarriages wouldn't fail, because ernment have the right to decide
some inevitably would, just as that a same-sex couple cannot
straight marriages do. If the gov- marry? Wouldn't thatinterferewith
ernmentallows menand women to their personal life?
'
bemarrieddespite the high divorce
It shouldn tmatter toanyone how
rate, then thereis noreason todeny people decide to live their lives,or
same-sex couples the same right, whom they decide to marry.
even iftheir divorce rate wouldbe
the same or higher.
There are people who think thai MelissaMuellerisasophomore
allowingsame-sexmarriageswould journalismmajor. Sendfeedback
be destroying the term "marriage" toLifeisPeachy79o@aol.com
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Does America still need affirmative action?
one,showed thatdiverse political viewsaren t
't'

welcomed with open arms in America. History has also shown that homosexuals and
women haven't exactly been applauded for
the diversity they bring to society.
During wartime,ourgovernmenthastwice
passedlegislation thatbasicallylegalizedracist practices against Asians (World War 2)
and Arabs (War on Terrorism).
Seriously, whoare we trying to fool?
The fact of the matter is that while
Austin Burton
America— in only 227 years of existence—
OpinionEditor
has becomethe most diverse country in the
world, it wasn't by choice. As a whole, the
America may be a diverse country, but country hasbeen draggedkicking and screamdon't get fooled the next time someone says ing into its current state of diversity.
we'reallabout diversity.
Which brings us to affirmative action.
Just look at how wecame to be sodiverse.
Thegroundwork foraffirmati ye action was
Native Americans were already here when laidin1961,whenPresidentJohn F.Kennedy
Europeans came and claimed this land as created the Committee on Equal Employtheir own.Those sameEuropeansproceeded ment Opportunity,urging employers to take
to steal/buy/weasel more land away from "affirmativeaction"in diversifying the workLatinos, many of whomstayed in whatis now
place.In 1978 it grew into aquotasystem,

America. The Europeans then brought Africans over to work, and allowed Asians to
come here so they could work. Almost by
accident, it seemed, America was all of a
sudden a diversenation.
If you want tosee how accepting we are of
that diversity, look at our immigration practices. Why would a country that is all about
diversity continually turn people back at the
border?Shouldn't webe welcomingall ofthe
incoming diversity?
And it's not just racial diversity that has
seenitsgrowingpains.TheMcCarthy era,for

as
companies and schools had to fulfill a specific numberof roster spots with minorities.
The latest affirmative actionlandmark came
in June 2003, when the Supreme Court decided affirmative action was legallyvalid,so
longas the school or company considered all
factors thatconstitute diversity andnotblindly
giveaway points simply basedon race.
Many people saw this as a victory for

versityof MichiganandUCLA law professor
Mark Rosenbaum said,"Race still counts in
America and the business of eliminating discrimination is not complete."
The fact that eliminating discrimination is
still a "business" tells you all you need to
know about whether or not we're really all
about diversity.
Sinceits debut,affirmative action has had
proponentsand opponentsofall backgrounds.
Even some of those who wouldbenefit from
affirmative action are opposed to it, saying
they don't want a "handout," and that the
stigma of being that token minority is demeaning, among other arguments.
I
can agree with many of the points made
from the anti-affirmative action side. For
Black people specifically, even though we
have been collectivelydissed by America to
say the least,many of us still have toomuch
pride to take the affirmative action handout.
Many people feel that if you're only hiring
them orletting themintoschool because you
have toand not because they've truly earned
it, they don't want to work for you or go to
your school.
Also,as strangeas it sounds to say that a
White American has been discriminated
against, affirmative action does leave some
deserving White applicants out in the cold.
However,youcanarguethat were it not for
affirmative action, minority employees and

David Colburn in a Gannett News Service
story after the Supreme Court case. "We
hadn't as an institution built astrongrelationship withethnicand minoritycommunities in
the state and that is something One Florida
(his state's alternative to affirmative action)
forced us to do, and that's been a positive
thing."
Colburn's statements show the reality of

the situation: When they don't have to and
aren't being forced to by affirmative action,
very few companies and schools are actually
trying to diversify. Minoritiesneed affirmativeaction simply toget peopleto look at us,
let alone hire us.
But more than any laws or quotas, it's the
spirit of affirmative action that's really important.Ideally,schoolsand employerswould
naturally achievediversity withouthaving to
be reminded, but that won't happen.
In issuing her vote in this summer's affir-

mative action case, Supreme Court justice
Sandra Day O'Connor said, 'The Court expects that 25 years from now, theuseofracial
preference will no longer be necessary to
further the interest approved today."I'dlike
to hope so too, but it's not a realistic hope.
As astudent and as a man, every partof me
wants to disagreewith affirmativeaction.I'd
like tobelieve that we don't need it anymore.

But as a Black student...as a Black man. ..l
can't do it.Some of us might not want affirminorities, butif anythingit just shows how students in certain institutions would more mative action, butit's still necessary.
far we haven't come in race relations.
scarce than they are now.
InaNew York Newsdayarticleprinted the
"Affirmative action had becomea crutch AustinBurtonisaseniorjournalismmajor.
day after the Supreme Court decision, Uni- for us," said University of Florida provost Sendfeedback toburtona 1@seattleu.edu

Letters to the Editor
More meal plan

further justified as a means for fostering a senseof communityor"residential feeling." As a former resi-

Iam very disappointed to learn
that meal plans willbecome man- dent of the French/Spanish ARC
datory for Campion residents, andI floor and cooking communememcannot emphasizeenoughhow
hope the policy will be reconsid- ber,I
vitalthe
commune wastoestablishered ("All dormitory residents requiredtohavemealplan," 77!^Spec- ing a sense of community and belonging my first two years at SU.
tator, 10-2-03).
Learning
to work with four or five
While the decision to move tofloor-mates
to routinely provide
mandatory
plans
wards
may
meal
healthy,
cooked
meals allowed us
beenmade
with
thebestintenhave
tions, Ifear this policy is a mistake toroutinely spend severalhours each
that will spoil established, thriving day togetherdiscussing everything
studentcommunities andultimately from recipes to current events.
Mandatory meal plans force stuhurt students.
I feel this is an error for two dents to move out of their lounges
reasons. The first is that the reason- andintotheassembly linesofCherry
ing behind the decision is contra- Street and this community will be
dictory,and the secondis thatitwill lost.
Because meal plans are expenhurt students far more than it will
—
helpthem the onlyclear winner is sive, and because there is nowhere
on campus for students to buytheir
Bon Appetit.
owngroceries forcooking, students
decision,
Bryan
In justifying the
Gould referred to survey results are deniedthe opportunity to cook
which, "concluded about 90% of collectively unless they can afford
students in Campion Hall last year to pay for both the meal plan and
had a meal plan even though it was theirownindividual groceries.This
not required." He later reasoned puts students withlimitedfunds at a
that because there is an averageof disadvantageand denies these stu62 residents per floor in Campion, dents arichand rewardingopportuthe kitchen facilities could not sup- nity to foster relationshipsandcut
on food expenses.
port all of those students.
Because so much is lost as a reHowever, according to his own
sult
of this decision,Icannot help
only
10% of thosestudents
survey,
(five to six per floor) werenot cov- but question what the benefits are.
I would like to suggest that it is
ered by the meal plan and would
the
role of the University to keep
relying
have been
on the kitchen
the
students'
interests as the numall
their
meals.
If
facilities for
of
only five to six students per floor, ber one priority.A meal plan manon average,werenot covered and if date seems to run contrary to this
there is then logically no unman- priority, andIurge the university to
ageableload on the kitchen facili- reconsiderthis policy.
Iwould encouragecurrent cookties, what reason is there to deny
ing
commune members to invite
those few students their desire to
Mr.
Gould to dinner so that he can
workoutsidethemealplan system?
see
what
a fulfilling meal and a real
Mandated meal plan policy was

sense of community means to students. His office is in Bellarmine
117, extension 6322.
Bon Appetit,

Charles Wesley
Senior, English

Where are the trees?

Why are we spending so much
money to make our campus look
like any other? Buildings are being
renovatedto look boxy and barren.
Much space is wasted with three-

story high windowed atriums.

Weshouldbe using ourresources
and supposed deficient funds for
thegoodof the students,like raising
studentwagesorbringing downthe

Ifeel that Ican holdmy peace no

cost of meals in the cafeteria.

Am Ithe onlyone whofeels this
I have witnessed the drastic way?A person can stand alone, but
changes to this campus over the makes much more of a difference
summer that may shock returning withsupport fromlikeminded peers.
students. Many beloved trees have
ClaireFagerberg
disappeared from the landscaping
Senior
that provided beautiful shade and
foliage throughout spring, summer,
and fall and also hid some of the No pesticides here
eyesores that wecall buildings.
There seems tobe a misrepresenSeattle University has become
known as a sort of oasis in the tation of facts in Kevin Uhl's opinmiddle of a very stark part of Se- ion column ("SU's bane and geattle. Many peoplechose this uni- nius," The Spectator, 10-16-03).
versity as their own because the While theGroundsdepartment does
landscape spoke to themandbeck- appreciate the kind words ofpraise
oned them with their lush lawns, for ourefforts ingardeningwithout
fragrant flowers, and beautifully pesticides. The statement 'Champilooming trees. Do these same stu- onship [Field)becomesthebaneof
dents want to see their campus campusand the wholeenvironmenturned into a concrete wasteland?I tal program. Weed Control herbiknow Idon't.
cides are used,' is false.
It has been several years since
The Grounds and Landscaping
department of SU is not to blame. any pesticides have been used on
They are being usedas grunts todo our athletic fields. I know of no
the work of those in higher posi- other campus withsand-based athtions who feel that this campus leticfields whohave committedto
should looklike any otherJoe Col- maintaining sports fields without
lege Campus. Trees make way for any pesticides.
sterile flag poles and sidewalks.
What is different from how we
Granted, several of these trees maintain the rest ofcampusis we do
were diseased and needed to be use synthetic fertilizer instead of
removed for the safety of Grounds organic fertilizer. The turf on these
workers and students, but what re- fields is grown on pure sand, sand
places them seems to be the prob- providesexcellent drainage, which
lem.
is necessary toholdup to heavy use
more.

in the rainy season. Sanddoes not
retainnutrientsas wellas soil, sowe
must providenutrients that are lost
some other way. We 'grass-cycle'
(we don't pick up the grass clippings) which doesrecycle the nutrient

stored in the

cut grass

blades

backintothe soil,butthe organisms
that break down the clippings are
less active in the winter and the
rangeof organisms are smaller that
live in a sand basedenvironment.
Organic fertilizer nitrogen source
is slow to break down into a form
that is available for the turf to use
andarenot brokendown easily when
thesoil temperaturedrops. Wehave
found the use of synthetic slowrelease fertilizers to be necessary
on heavy use sand based sports
fields, they provide nutrients that
areavailabletoplants when organicfertilizer is inactive. We test our
soils to make sure we are putting
down only the nutrients that are

necessary.

Whatisexciting is weare starting
fertilizer in the
warmer months, we are working
out a deal with Cedar Grove
to use organic

Compost part of a pilotprogram to
use their compost tea onour sports
fields
and
we
have
purchased mycorrhizal fungal
spores that form a symbiotic rela-

tionship with plant

roots retaining

nutrientsnaturallyin the fungalbiomass. If these new methods work
we may be able to further reduce
our dependence on synthetic
fertilizer. These environmentally
sound efforts are worth bragging
about in this paper and to visiting
teams for other schools.
CraigChatburn
Grounds Manager
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The new email system provides you with:

" Full shared calendar capability.
"Large (75megabyte) mailboxes.
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Students! You re getting a wnoie
new email system!
"*
This imageis just the beginning o( a new onfcne email
expenence TheOuttook Web Access interface that
comes withthe new emal systemis availablefrom any
computer withandInternet connection, andit's fast.
organized, and rehabte
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http://www.seattleu.edu/it/help/eman.
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For detate about using the new emalsystem or the
new settings for your own email client (Outlook.
AppteMal.Ourtook Express).

Ready for it now? Don't want to wait?
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***Sample of the new webmail***
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"Use of encryption technologies to protect your privacy.
"Single password for lab computers, VPN, wireless, and email,
" SPAM and AntiVirus filtering on all email.
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